FRENCH - YEAR 9
Half-term1 - Être ado, c’est quoi?

Half-term2 - En pleine forme!

Discuss relationships with parents
Talk about pocket money and what you do to help at
home
Talk about the pressures faced by teenagers and
understand advice
Discuss what life used to be like for teenagers
Describe the life of homeless children

Talk about healthy eating
Discuss healthy lifestyles
Talk about how diet affects health
Talk about resolutions to be healthier
Talk about what life will be like in the future

Half-term3 - Rendez-vous

Half-term 4 - Autour du monde

Half-term 5 - Un métier, un rêve!

Half-term 6 - Film – Neuilly sa mère

Organise a party
Suggest activities and make excuses
Talk about a festival or special event that you’ve been
to
Communicate with people in formal situations
Talk about traditions and festivals

Talk about jobs and the qualities needed for certain
jobs
Talk about ideal jobs
Talk about ambitions
Talk about part-time jobs
Talk about success and failure

Talk about how you travel and compare means of
transport
Buy tickets and talk about travel plans
Plan a holiday
Describe a past holiday
Talk about transport in books and films

revise, consolidate and extend language from this year
describing films and genres of film
describing people and talking about relationships
talking about jobs
describing free time and hobbies
talking about events in the past
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SPANISH - YEAR 9
Half-term 1 theme = AQUI MANDO YO

Half-term 2 theme = ADICTOS A LA MODA

Half-term 3 theme =YO Y MI MUNDO

Half-term 4 theme = MI CASA Y MI BARRIO

Half-term 5 theme = DE PASEO POR EL
MUNDO HISPANO

Half-term 6 theme-FILM = VOCES
INOCENTES

Discuss social media and internet use.
Provide opinions on TV and film.
Discuss musical tastes.
Become familiar with Hispanic celebrities.

Give details on my daily routine in different tenses.
Compare the routines of children in different
continents.
Discuss and provide opinions on global issues such
as climate change.
Discuss dreams for the future.

Compare well-known Spanish cities.
Discover more about border states in America such as
Texas.
Discuss different aspects of Latina American life
in Mexico, Peru, the Caribbean, Colombia and
Venezuela.
Become more familiar with the Spanish speaking
world- in Africa also.

Describe what I wear at school and in my free time.
Recognise and describe celebrities.
Recognise famous Spanish brands and discover more
About them.
Buy something from a shop and return if necessary.
Describe a past shopping expedition and future plans.
Discuss hypothetical situations.

Revise key details about where you live.
Describe your house and area.
Revise present tense verbs.
Learn the differences between SER/ESTAR
Learn prepositions and how to use them.
Learn cultural information about Easter Island and
Rosalia

Provide opinions on films.
Describe characters and plot.
Discuss global issues such as poverty, armed conflict
and poor
Education.
Write a film review.
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